If you want to create a masterpiece, you must always avoid beautiful lies.
-Jerzy Grotowski
It is almost impossible to tell lies onstage when your audience is three feet away. As directors and actors working so close to our audiences, we have learned that we must rely very little on technique and trust instead that our sincerest emotions and the "magic if" are our most powerful tools. Our objective for Chamber Theatre Hintonburg (CTH) was to give form to the plays we love and to cultivate new audiences by bringing plays to them in places where they were accustomed to gathering. In our commitment to chamber theatre, we strive for superb delivery of the original text with only the setting around us. Text supersedes tech. Fifteen plays and twelve years later, CTH has established its niche in delivering high-quality, engaging theatre productions in small venues. This is how we built an enduring theatre company.
Venues and business plan
We have staged plays in art galleries and taverns in and around Ottawa, but have settled at the historic Carleton Tavern in the gentrified Hintonburg area as our home base. There was a natural evolution. Our initial venture combining the elements of an ideal night outwine, food, entertainment, and compelling theatre-was a catered event at the Cube Gallery. Afterwards, retiring to the neighbouring Carleton Tavern to celebrate our sold-out event, we watched others from our audience drift in as well. It took a small leap of logic-but a giant leap of faith-to bring plays to a venue where there was a liquor licence, food, washrooms, and an audience. At the heart of this long partnership are two key factors: the confidence of the tavern's proprietors (the Saikaley brothers), who value the convergence of arts and business, and the happy configuration of the tavern, with a main room and an old "Ladies and Escorts" side room, which ensures that regular business can proceed while a play is going on. Ticket sales are never easy, but CTH was able to build an audience base using social media (in recent years); local print, radio, and television coverage (in the early years); and traditional marketing such as posters. Our initial sold-out performances were based on the novelty of staging a play in a bar, but our reputation for a reliable sure thing-excellent theatre and a really fun night out-grew, and we continued to sell tickets. Tavern patrons became theatre converts, and established theatregoers became tavern customers when they came to see rarely produced plays. Critics and jurors for various theatre awards programs in Ottawa were introduced to a model outside their usual experience. An early review by Ottawa's best-known theatre critic, Alvina Ruprecht, featured a review of the Carleton's liver and onions dinner along with the quality of the staging and acting.
We finance our productions ourselves and are reimbursed through ticket sales. All costs, which can be more than $10,000 per production, are covered this way, from performance rights and scripts to equipment rentals. Working under various combinations of Canadian Actors' Equity Association indie agreements, guest-artist contracts, guarantees for expenses, and pay-what-we-can models, we have guaranteed a basic payment. Payouts are influenced by revenues, but actors, crew members, and tavern servers are always paid. We choose scripts that we believe will resonate with audience members whose roots are in the working class and will honour our locale's history. With some audience members following in their fathers', mothers', and grandparents' footsteps and working as labourers or tradespeople and others working in white-collar professions or academia, our audience and locale exemplify Ottawa's dualities-French and English, working class and gentrifiers.
Play selection
We have also produced original, unpublished works, most notably Donnie Laflamme's Mechanicsville Monologues and Mechanicsville Monologues 2. These rich and irreverent pieces were inspired by the working-class history of the district in which we perform, and we attribute their box-office success to their relevance to Chamber Theatre Hintonburg Avoids Beautiful Lies by Donnie Laflamme and Lisa Zanyk ctr 170 spring 2017
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Rehearsal practices
We have adopted a rehearsal process inspired by Anton Chekhov-immersion in the script, off book, over a long period-to allow actors to understand the nuances of their characters and their words. Our rehearsal hall is set up with chairs strategically placed to remind us that audience members will be watching the show from every direction. While we rehearse enough that blocking rolls off the actors' bodies as easily as the words off their tongues, we do not have the luxury of dress rehearsals or previews in the performance space. Each production receives a single tech rehearsal, on a Sunday morning at 7 a.m., with the smell of bacon and hash browns in the background.
It is not until we open in the tavern and the exchange between audience members and performers begins that the dynamic intensifies, with actors making spontaneous decisions that could not be anticipated in the rehearsal hall, responding not only to one another but also to the squeaky pub door and the audience. Having prepared actors to address a range of possibilities in rehearsal, when the play moves into performance the director must trust that the play will remain rooted in agreed-upon conceptual choices and that the actors will spontaneously and seamlessly respond to any challenges posed by the audience and venue.
Staging
We stage plays on a six-by-twelve-foot riser in the middle of the tavern, within arm's reach of the audience. This configuration means that the settings described in the scripts must be imagined or evoked rather than represented realistically. A few iconic items-a vintage shovel, an old radio, an antique football-can help an audience believe they are in a stokehole or on Ebbets Field. Unconcerned with creating a realistic world onstage, we use props and set pieces only to enhance audience members' understanding. 
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Our staging choices are driven by practical concerns for audibility and visibility. To combat the ambient noise of the tavern, we make innovative use of boundary microphones. Our "sound guy"-a roadie, not a trained theatre technician-focuses on practicality, asking actors, "How's it look up there?" and making sure they can be heard "out here." Blocking requires intricate choreography to ensure that actors never rest too long in one place, face out, and exchange positions frequently. The director must also consider the movement of servers and audience members within the tavern: fire exits must be kept clear, pathways reserved for servers, risers and cables well taped, and sightlines maintained.
Because viewers sit on both sides of the playing area, they watch each other's responses alongside the play's action. Rather than being distracted by their fellow viewers-or by a trail of guys entering from the other side of the bar to use the men's room-the audience actually seems more engaged in the action onstage. We attribute this to the physical immediacy of the action, the audience's emotional connection with the performers and each other, and the transparency of the performance process. Because of the nature of the space, a complete blackout is only an abstraction: there is never a moment when the audience doesn't see and isn't part of what is going on. They are pulled in by seeing how it's done.
Acting: You can hear them breathing!
The audience's awareness of the reality of the theatrical event extends to both the actors' and audience's awareness of the interplay between character and actor. Actors descend from their dressing room, actually a seedy upstairs barroom shared with darts players, managing their pre-show terror as they enter a room full of strangers. While we try to maintain the semblance of a "fourth wall," there are inevitably moments when actors lock eyes with audience members Because of the unconventional and intimate space and the need to be attuned to what's actually happening in the tavern, actors must master the duality of being totally in character while navigating the realities of the room. This is not for the faint of heart.
Minimalist staging and intimate performances come together to produce intense audience experiences. For example, we performed Death of a Salesman without its signature set, suggesting time and mood changes with simple lighting and precise choreography. People wept in response, moved by the characters' psychological realities, which were unobstructed by our transparent and intimate staging. They felt not just the characters' emotions but the actors' too. We believe this is why people want to see theatreto be moved by a live, personal experience-and this experience Long, played by Matt Smith, explains to Yank, played by Donnie Laflamme, how the "real world" is in Chamber Theatre Hintonburg's production of The Hairy Ape by Eugene O'Neill. Audience proximity informs both the performance and the audience's reactions as they experience each other.
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Good old-fashioned customer service
When a potential audience member phones CTH's ticket line, they reach one of us. In addition to getting on the reservation list and finding out details like when to arrive, what's on the menu, or how long the "acts" are, they can have a conversation about the play. We have had callers recount their own stories about growing up in Mechanicsville, tell us that they won't mind the language, or explain how their grandfather was a stoker. If patrons don't want to talk to anyone, they can also reserve online.
When patrons arrive at our "box office," represented by a sign and a stack of programs, they encounter Carole with her chaotically controlled system of online reservation lists, paper tickets purchased at the tavern, and orders written on scrap pieces of twoby-four. If audience members placed their reservation with an actor who failed to pass it on, Carole will blithely take their cash and direct them to a table. Both the tavern and the theatre company have become a place where "everybody knows your name." Some of our audience members are pub patrons, not regular theatregoers. Others are theatre lovers who took a chance on coming to the pub. On standing-room-only nights we've entertained about 120, some perched in the window wells. We've had nights when more patrons wanted to watch hockey than a play. On performance nights, food and beverage sales spike, and we tip the waitstaff well. We can't guarantee it, but we often deliver a packed tavern, and our intermission offers a built-in opportunity for the tavern: intermission lasts until everyone's got a fresh drink.
Shared experience
With our theatre-in-a-tavern model, we are in the company of innovative theatremakers around the world who seek new ways to engage audiences. We came to poor theatre out of necessity: we are compelled to artistic expression and don't have deep pockets. We never asked, "What kind of theatre do we want to be?" but rather, "What do we need to say, and how can it happen?" Sometimes people suggest that we take the show they just saw and get it into a "real theatre." We can't imagine an experience more real, more theatrical, than welcoming familiar faces as guests into our space, focusing the lights (as much as we can), and taking the free fall that has become the CTH trademark. Theatre lives at night in an Ottawa pub because there are actors telling writers' stories, audience members wanting to be moved and to share their experience with others, beer and fries, and a collective respect for great narratives told without pretense. 
